This logbook enables the learner to maintain a record of the daily activities and also provides the faculty member adequate feedback of how successful the teaching learning during foundation course has been. It ensures proper concept building in the mind of the student. Each module has the objectives prescribed by the governing council and is divided into subsections followed by an assessment in the form of short answer questions in addition to providing the guidelines for conduction of that module as prescribed by the Board of Governors in supersession of MCI.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Enables the learner to maintain a record of the daily activities, and also provides the faculty member adequate feedback of how successful the teaching learning during foundation course has been.
- Ensures proper concept building in the mind of the student.
- Each module has the objectives prescribed by the Board of Governors in supersession of MCI.

**READERSHIP**

- Both the students and the faculty members will find this logbook useful.